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By Nick Sumida

Kaboom, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book.
WE COULD WISH.FOR ANYTHING. It s Spring Break, and Mordecai and Rigby aren t exactly stoked to
be watching over the The Park while the rest of the crew kicks back, grills hot dogs, and wears
awesome tank tops. Once Benson busts them for slacking off and allowing vandals to ransack the
park, Rigby snaps.and when he discovers a mysterious genie lamp, it s time for Benson to learn his
lesson. But be careful what you wish for! Jump in for a wild, wish-fueled adventure that will take the
gang from the farthest reaches of Genie Beach to the shrunk-down gumball-scape inside Benson s
head! Written by amazing cartoonist and Regular Show storyboard artist Nick Sumida and
illustrated by the unstoppable Allison Strejlau, Regular Show: Volume 5 collects issues 17-20 of the
comic based on the hit Cartoon Network animated series. Grab your magic carpet, and enjoy
SPRING BREAK!.
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Just no words to explain. Indeed, it is actually play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. Its been written in an exceptionally simple way and
is particularly simply following i finished reading through this ebook by which in fact altered me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- Leila ni Rippin-- Leila ni Rippin

This written book is excellent. it absolutely was writtern extremely completely and useful. You may like how the article writer write this ebook.
-- Da yton Str a cke I-- Da yton Str a cke I
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